Abstract. Vibratory conveying devices with electromagnetic drive are widely used in the different branches of industry. As a rule, they deal with relatively small piece goods and are not suitable for conveying of the large massive goods with high productivity. The conveying of massive piece goods needs the using of non-hopping modes of moving in which the high velocity can be reached only in the case of non-linear vibration trajectories of the conveying track, for example elliptical trajectories. Such trajectories are obtained by using of the independent drives of horizontal and vertical oscillations. Even greater velocity can be reached by using biharmonic vertical oscillation with particular optimal relations between amplitudes and phase differences of the component oscillations. These types of devices can be designed on a basis of three-mass oscillating system.
Introduction
Vibratory conveying devices with electromagnetic drives (vibratory bowl feeders, through and spiral conveyors, vibratory manipulators) are widely used for conveying, sieving, dosing and feeding of bulk and piece goods in the different branches of industry [1] . They are easy to maintain and are reliable for exploitation due to the absence of rubbing parts and details except the conveying track, they are economical thanks to the resonant modes of drive's work. But as a rule such devices with electromagnetic drives deal with relatively small piece goods with light masses. The existing constructions of vibratory devices are not suitable for conveying of the large massive goods with high productivity because with increasing of goods' weight the conveying velocity dramatically decreases until complete impossibility of goods' moving. This disadvantage may be eliminated in new constructions of vibratory devices.
Problem Statement
The vibratory conveying of the massive goods with high productivity needs the using of nonhopping modes of moving and the high conveying velocity. But the high velocity in non-hopping modes can be reached only in the case of non-linear vibration trajectories of the conveying track. Such trajectories are obtained by using of the independent drives of harmonic horizontal and vertical oscillations with the phase difference between them when the conveying track of device oscillates along elliptical trajectory. Even greater conveying velocity can be reached by using of biharmonic vertical oscillations with the particular optimal relations between amplitudes and phase differences of the component oscillations.
These types of relatively complex oscillations can be obtained in the vibratory devices designed on a basis of a three-mass oscillating system. One of the serious problems of conveying of the massive goods is the sensitivity of its stability to their mass change. A significant decreasing of this sensitivity can be achieved in the vibratory devices by determining the optimal ratio of masses and frequencies of natural oscillations. That's why the design and investigations of new constructions of vibratory devices with electromagnetic drives suitable for conveying of the massive goods with high productivity is actual problem.
Review of Modern Information Sources on the Subject of the Paper
Vibratory conveying process was considered within the framework of theory of massive point particle moving along a declined plane in [1, 2] . Experimental research of the vibratory conveying of piece goods in non-hopping modes of moving proves the validity of this theory [3, 4] . The use of elliptical and biharmonic oscillations allows increasing the conveying velocity and the track's inclination angle and provides the possibility to reverse the details moving. The sensitivity of vibratory conveying stability to the goods' mass change were considered in [5] for two-mass vibratory devices with elliptical oscillations. Vibratory devices designed on the basis of three-mass oscillating system with two resilient systems research in [6] but there were considered only devices with linear vibration trajectories. Three-mass oscillating systems with biharmonic oscillations in the point of view of the sensitivity to the goods' mass changing were not considered.
Objectives and Problems of Research
The purpose of research is the design and investigation of construction of three-mass vibratory conveying device with independent electromagnetic drives of horizontal harmonic and vertical biharmonic oscillations that is insensitive to changing of conveying piece goods' mass.
Main Material Presentation
The conveying velocity V can be calculated by formula [5] :
where x A is the amplitude of horizontal oscillations; ω is the frequency of forced oscillations; V K is the dimensionless coefficient of velocity, depending in non-hopping modes of moving on the next dimensionless parameters: K α is the track angle inclination parameter, K β is the vibration angle parameter, w is the parameter of overload, and
where α is the track angle inclination; f is the coefficient of friction; g is the acceleration of gravity; [4] . In nonhopping modes of moving coefficient of velocity V K is maximal at w = 1. Then with optimal ratio of amplitudes and phase differences of component oscillations the coefficient of velocity V K depends only on track angle inclination parameter K α . The coefficient of velocity V K dependence on the track angle inclination parameter K α for elliptical vibration is shown in Fig. 1 (curve 1). The large amplitude x A provides the high conveying velocity, that's why electromagnetic drive of horizontal oscillations must work in near-resonant mode, and horizontal oscillations must be harmonic. But amplitude z A of vertical oscillations must be small to provide non-hopping modes of conveying, and electromagnetic drive of vertical oscillations may work far from resonance, where oscillations are not sinusoidal. The researching [4] , [7] show that polyharmonic vertical oscillations with optimal parameters allow to increase the value of coefficient of velocity V K in comparison with elliptical oscillations. And horizontal oscillations (in the direction of conveying -axis x) and vertical oscillations (in the direction perpendicular to the plane of conveying -axis y) must be varied under the law:
where n is the number of harmonics of polyharmonic vertical oscillations; i A is the amplitude of i ( 1 n = ) especially with large inclination angles. In addition, with every next harmonic ( 3,4 n = ) of vertical oscillations the increment of velocity increasing becomes smaller. Moreover, the realization of polyharmonic oscillations with a large number of harmonics is a complex problem. That is why the most preferred use in vibratory conveying device for massive goods with high productivity is biharmonic vertical oscillations of conveying track.
Such devices can be created as a three-mass oscillating system. A comparative analysis of different versions of dynamic schemes of three-mass oscillating system of vibratory conveying device with electromagnetic drives of biharmonic vertical oscillations and harmonic horizontal oscillations [4] made it possible to determine two most preferable versions that are shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 1, a) (Fig. 2, b) F are the amplitudes of disturbing forces; ϕ is the phase difference angle. Theoretical and experimental investigations show that the goods' mass changing significantly affects the vertical oscillations and weakly affects the horizontal oscillations [5] . In addition, at the certain relations between masses ratio and resonant tuning the vertical oscillations of active mass of two-mass vibratory device are insensitive to the change of goods' mass.
For the first version of three-mass device (Fig. 1, a) the law of the active mass vertical oscillations can be represented as follow [9] 
To stabilize 1 ∆ and 2 ∆ it is sufficient that expressions in square brackets for 0 n in equations (5) and (6) 
System of equations (7) reduces to two unbound equations:
The condition of insensitivity of harmonic vertical oscillations (elliptical vibrations) in two-mass vibratory conveying device can be regarded as a particular case when 2 0 n = and 2 0 ρ = . And this condition reduces to the first equation (8) . The results of calculations of this equation show the coincidence with the graphs' data obtained in [5] . The frequencies of natural oscillations are expressed in terms of the partial frequencies as follows: (1)(1)
Expressing 1 p and 2 p through 1 n and 2 n according to the formula (8) and substituting in (9), we obtain: The graphs of optimal masses ratio 1,2 n and partial frequencies 1,2 р dependences on resonant tuning z are shown in Fig. 3 , a. The graphs of optimal masses dependences on resonant tuning z are represented by continuous lines, the graphs of ratio of partial frequencies 1,2 р to frequency of force oscillations ω on resonant tuning z are represented by dashed lines. Now let us consider the second version of three-mass oscillating system (Fig. 2, b) by analogy with the first version. n and partial frequencies 1, 2 р dependences on resonant tuning z
By analogy with equations (5) and (6), for first version of three-mass system we obtain: 
The system of equations (12) is reduced to the next form: 
And from system (13) we find the values of optimal ratios of masses depending on the partial frequencies:
A joint solution of systems of equations (10) and (14) will allow calculating the dependences of optimal masses ratios 1, 2 n and 1,2 ρ on resonant tuning z under condition 21 /2 ωω = . The graphs of these dependences for second version of three-mass vibratory conveying device are shown on Fig. 3 , b.
The comparison of two considered versions of three-mass conveying device with polyharmonic vertical oscillations allows us to conclude that the first version is preferable because in the second version the values of optimal masses ratios are far from the possibility of obtaining the large amplitude x A of horizontal oscillations with minimal energy costs (large values of 2 n and small values of 1 n ).
Fig. 4. The construction of three-mass vibratory conveyor with electromagnetic drives of harmonic horizontal and biharmonic vertical oscillations
The construction of three-mass vibratory conveyor with electromagnetic drives of harmonic horizontal and biharmonic vertical oscillations is shown in Fig. 4 [10] . A main view with frontal slice is in Fig. 4 , a; a top view with horizontal slice A-A is in Fig. 4, b ; a left view with profile slice B-B is in Fig. 4 Fig. 4 are in the different directions. The active mass consists of through conveying track 1, connected to box frame 2 on which the anchors of all electromagnetic exciters are mounted. Electromagnetic drive of vibratory conveyor includes two electromagnetic exciters of horizontal oscillations and two electromagnetic exciters of vertical oscillations. Two identical exciters of horizontal oscillations work in antiphase to obtain greater amplitude. Each of them includes the electromagnet 3 that is mounted on the reactive frame 5 and the anchor 4. One of the electromagnetic exciters of vertical oscillations excites the force with a frequency equal to a frequency of exciters of horizontal oscillations. Another one excites the force with a frequency twice as this. The first exciter consists of the electromagnet 6 that is mounted on the reactive frame 5 and the anchor 7. The second exciter consists of the electromagnet 8 that is mounted on the plate 10 and the anchor 9. Thus, the intermediate mass includes the plate 10 and the electromagnet 8; the reactive mass includes the reactive frame 5 and the electromagnets 3 and 6. The boxed frame 2 is connected with the reactive frame 5 by two latticed leaf springs 11. Such elastic system has suppleness in both horizontal and vertical directions. The boxed frame 2 is connected with the plate 10 by two flat leaf springs 12. The stiffness of elastic systems according to the notation in are the number and the width of latticed spring's rods, 2 l , 2 b and 2 h are the length, the width and the thickness of the flat leaf spring. The boxed frame 2 and the reactive frame 5 are separated by vibration isolators 13, between which four brackets 14 are installed and fixed to the foundation. The electromagnetic exciters of vertical oscillations excite biharmonic oscillations, ratio of amplitudes of each harmonic and phase difference angle of which can be regulated to optimal values.
Conclusions
Vibratory conveying devices with electromagnetic drives of harmonic horizontal and vertical biharmonic oscillations allow reaching a high velocity in non-hopping modes which are necessary for conveying of massive piece goods. Such devices can be created on a basis a three-mass oscillating system. A comparative analysis of different versions of dynamic schemes of three-mass oscillating system of vibratory conveying device was carried out. Equations describing the frequencies of natural oscillations and amplitude of active mass oscillations were derived. The conditions of device's insensitivity to conveying goods' mass change were considered. According these conditions the graphs of mass ratio and ratio of partial frequencies to natural frequency dependence on ratio of frequencies forced and natural oscillations are constructed. After comparison a better version of three-mass oscillation system is chosen from the condition of insensitivity to conveying goods' mass change. The construction of three-mass conveyor based on this choice was developed.
